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About This Game

The bestselling Secret Files franchise celebrates its return!

The dream couple Max and Nina have announced their forthcoming wedding...but at the beginning of Secret Files 3 the event
suffers a catastrophe! Max is arrested by Berlin‘s police force. The accusation: Terrorism.

Nina‘s biggest adventure yet awaits her in the franchise‘s third game. Could it be possible that everything is connected to the
happenings in Tunguska? Is humankind depending on her? Can she save Max or is fate more important than her happiness?
Throughout the story players will experience a cinematic hunt crossing continents, with many riddles waiting to be solved.

The adventure is not limited to the present, there are also all kinds of puzzles to solve set in the past and in the future, and
depending on the choices the player makes, alternative endings await them...

Key Features

The most successful Adventure brand of recent times

Cinematic production with updated game engine

Story written by acclaimed TV writers
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Publisher:
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Decent F1 game. Easy enough for beginners and plenty of options to make it harder for veterans. Does suffer from technical
issues from time to time. Can`t start in Windows 10. Have to look for a solution.... you have to activate direct play in Windows
10 (optionalfeatures)
but the name of the Game is Club Manager !!!!2017!!! and it dont work in Windows 10???

After activating legacy direct play it runs in window mode.... realy crap.

I didn`t wont to play in windows mode - in game settings for full screen dont work.

Pls.. guy develope a game with state of the art technics!. Pretty freakin chill.. Personally my fav MMO RPG ever.... 05\/10
A little and correct first person puzzle game.
. It's a simple by design, but very hard game. So if you want to just get a game for 1 evening to "just relax" this is not game for
you.

But if you want some hardcore flying simulation with 2 bosses, each of whom has 30+ different attacks (no joke) and who by
the end kill you with 1 hit, if you want that kind of old-school gameplay - this is game for you.

Pros:
1. Game is very challenging, and bosses are great. Levels are nicely designed too.
2. Music is fitting.
3. Graphics are also neat, you can choose between normal view and negative (my choice btw).

Cons:
1. Very steep learning curve. 3rd boss will be hard as hell at first. And hard difficulty gives you 1 life for a whole boss.
2. I personally play with k\/b&m, and I can't use mouse to control the bird. And using only k\/b for that type of game is kinda
hard. If you have a controller, you can probably ignore that point.
3. There are couple of glitches, like when you press pause you can sometimes basically kill yourself (indirectly). But
checkpoints are close to each other, so it's not that big of a deal.

So yeah. If the end, game is just hard, but not bad at all. I give it 7 fish out of 10. Not great, but above average. Mostly, because
of bosses.. The idea of the game is good, but the controls have something wrong, you can really shoot at the height you really
want, you cant roll/jump to go farther. If you don't bother if this things that is basic at others game, give a try. I already quit.

. I love it, this is how Montezuma should be, not like number 4.
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Welkin Road is a parkour esque 1st platform jump'n'runner.
+ The graphics are simple but stylistic and fit the overall setting very nice
+ mechanics are working good
+ price is alright for the amount of content (and more to come, it`s early access!). You will get a bunch of

+- difficult

- No controller support right now. I have problems to stay in control of the protagonist in some of the more hectic moments
using keyboard controls. I prefer to play these type of games on my gamepad so this may not be a problem for you if you are
good with mouse + keyboard controls but for me it is always a hassle

I'll try to solve all levels over the next couple of days on my Youtube-Channel, if you get stuck, you may want to check this
walkthrough out:
https://youtu.be/uejYUCMO48E. good game, sound and light so scary. All the technological advances of 2000, none of the
charm.
This would have been a mediodcre game back in the day.
Here in 2018, it is awful.. This is basically Holoball, Holopoint and Racket NX in one, with some differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture

As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them £5 each. I view VR as a workout outlet
with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.. Would love to play this game so I can provide a real
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review, but unfortunately this game will not run.
I've checked the forums and it seems I'm not the only one with the issue where the game locks to a white window on launch.
Don't waste your money on a product that won't run, folks.

February 7 update & plan for additional contents:

Changelog. February 2 update #2:
A few more balance changes and QoL features.

Changelog. Release date:
After a lengthy wait, the full version of Serment is finally ready to be released!

Unfortunately, the Steam's Winter Sale is coming very soon. Clashing the initial release window with such a big sale is very
worrying, thus, following our publisher's recommendations, the game will be set to release on February 1, 2019.

There are a few problems from a commercial perspective with releasing a game near a big sale, and I'll try to elaborate a bit
more on this matter so you can understand our reasoning for choosing such a release date (Fortunately, no major gameplay bugs
or related issues this time, so expect no more delays after this).

Firstly, each game on Steam has a small window shortly after release, where it publicly appears in several places on the Steam
client, notably the "New releases" list. This largely serves as an initial visibility crutch for a new game, and there's a snowball
effect where more popular games will subsequently appear in other places such as the "New and Trending" list, the main store's
banners or Steam's recommendations while less popular games will quickly fade into obscurity.

During major sales like the Summer of Winter Sale, this initial visibility is severely reduced to make space on the Steam client
for featured discounts. So releasing a game during the sale is very undesirable.

Then, why not release the game before the sale instead (for instances, right now)? Due to Steam's compulsory review before
release (which takes more time than we expected due to the recent changes in Steam's policy about games with mature
contents), the earliest possible release date would be next Monday, December 17.

The Winter Sale will start shortly after, so the game's spot in the "Specials" list due to its sale discount (which is also a very
significant amount of a new game's visibility) will be quickly swallowed up by thousands of other featured deals. Thus, releasing
right before the sale is also a no-go.

But then, why wait a whole month after the Winter Sale? Why don't we release the game right after it ends?

Past data from our publisher suggests that right after a big sale, the number of store views and purchases immediately plummets,
and remains a lot worse than other normal periods for a solid 3 to 4 weeks. We speculate this is due to potential customers being
occupied with their recent purchases during the sale, so they're not immediately looking to buy any additional products.

Thus, our publisher recommends a 4 weeks gap after the Winter Sale before Serment's release, which leads us to the date of
February 1.

The timing is rather unfortunate, so we apologize and hope for your understanding.. Demo update 2.05:
We're focusing on the full version, so there won't be many changes to the demo from now on unless it's a patch with additional
contents.

Complete changelog:. Rebalance update:
We've just released a small update to address some of the concerns players have raised.

Changelog. Demo update 2.02:
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A few more bug fixes and some small balance changes!

Complete changelog:. Nkt Studio is now on Twitter!:
After months and months of procastination, we finally got off our lazy asses and created an official Twitter account!

Follow us here if you're interested in sneak peaks of what we're working on between major updates . Demo update 2.06:
Remember when we said there won't be many more changes to the demo unless it's a patch with new contents? Haha, gotcha!

Complete changelog:. Upcoming content update:
It's been a while, but we're still alive and kicking!

Back in February, we mentioned we were working on a content update for Serment. It's now almost ready, and will go live on 
Monday, May 13.

The update will include several new events and gameplay features. Some important QoL features (Events preview in the map,
for example) will also be added, as well as a couple of minor bug fixes.

We'll go into the changes in more details when the update hits.
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